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Miller Environmental Group now offers two additional services 
to keep clients safe & compliant, 24/7 

 
CALVERTON, NY: June 2021 – Miller Environmental Group Inc. (“MEG”) has partnered with two of the premier 
leaders in environmental training and compliance to further enhance the one-stop list of solutions offered to 
their clients.  
 
“Every day we hear clients asking for easier resources to keep their team trained, safe and better prepared 
for tomorrow,” said Jeff Dutzer, MEG’s Chief Commercial Officer. “Leaders are also always looking for simple 
solutions to ensure their business is compliant and prepared for an unannounced inspection, or the 
unexpected.”  
 
This was part of the initiative which drove Dutzer to seek out a team which could support their client’s needs 
but would not require MEG to staff a new line of business, “We knew there were experts in this field with 
decades of experience. We didn’t want to re-create the wheel, we just wanted to make it easy for our clients 
to get direct access to these experts. And we found two great partnerships with U.S. Compliance and Source 
Intelligence,” shared Dutzer.  
 
“We never want to say ‘no’ to a client,” says Jerry Coogan, MEG’s Chief Operations Officer, “we want clients 
to make one call to our team and know we are ready to help them, whether it’s Incident Command or DOT 
HAZMAT training – we’re ready. MEG has provided training to our team internally and for clients, but with this 
expansion of our partnership means our services are limitless.” 
 
NEW SERVICES  
U.S. Compliance has been providing EHS Compliance Training and Environmental Permitting to clients for 
over 30 years and will now support MEG clients with EHS Compliance as a Service (CaaS) Program. CaaS 
delivers comprehensive OSHA and environmental compliance consulting solutions throughout North 
America as a monthly “always on” subscription service with an affordable, predictable monthly fee. 
 
Source Intelligence will provide clients with a dedicated or shared platform for easy to access M/SDS (Safety 
Data Sheets) 24/7. Source Intelligence is the leading provider of Supply Chain Compliance and Transparency 
Solutions and has been automating supply chain tracing and data collection for over a decade. Source 
Intelligence uses AI and machine learning technology to gather and validate supply chain data for over 
500,000 companies for due diligence, regulatory compliance, risk management, and ESG initiatives.   
 
Jeff Dutzer shared his philosophy on these relationships, “Expanding these services in our line-up shows 
clients how dedicated we are to their success; if they’re safe, compliant, and ready for another day of hard 
work – so are we!” 
 
Learn more about our training and compliance offerings here.  
 
 
 

https://www.uscompliance.com/about-us/
https://www.sourceintelligence.com/
https://www.millerenv.com/services/environmental-training-and-compliance/
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ABOUT MILLER ENVIRONMENTAL GROUP  
Founded in 1971, Miller Environmental Group is a leading environmental services company with teams 
standing-by 24/7 from coast to coast, offering Industrial Services, Environmental Remediation, Emergency 
Response, Waste Transportation/Disposal and more to clients of all sizes and in varying industries.  
 
Headquartered in Calverton, New York, Miller Environmental Group Inc. has 28 branch locations and six 
Treatment, Storage and Disposal Facilities (TSDFs) providing clients with one-stop solutions to meet all 
environmental needs.   
 


